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This thesis addresses the initial developasnt stages of
an automated Management laformatioQ System (MIS) for use by
tha purchasing activity it ttia Nival Postgraiaate School.
Ix, initially examines the policies, practices, procedures
ani processing techniguas employed in the aon-automated
environment, and identifies key alsusnts of iaterest which
can be captured through automated tachniques to improve tha
level of management information available. A sys-em zz
capture, edit, input and stDca this iQfDrmation is
discussed, and an extensi/a analysis of the necessary output
reports is offered. The thasis con::la2as by sizing the phys-
ical requirements of the systam and making specific
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The process of change or transf DCination is iifficult to
initiate within any established Drganization. In 1513
Ma^hiavelli observed:
"There is nothing more iifficult to plan, more doubtful
of success, nor mor= dangerous to raanags than the
creation of a new systan. For the initiatDi: has the
enmitv of all who would profir by the preservation of
the old system and merely lukewacm defendecs in those
who would gain by the niw on5."
These words are as accurate toiay as in 1513 and are
most appropriate to any discussion regarding the development
of a management information systea (HIS). Su:::h a system
must, consider what is apparently ai endless succession of
physical and social patterns of interaction ranging from
document preparation and flow to the socio-political aspects
of each job position within the organization. An approach
of this nature may seera o/erly broad to most, but in actu-
ality, is the only reasonable approarh to take if one wishes
to truely integrate an MI3 into the daily rou-.iae. Systems
which have failed to consider this broad spectrum have typi-
cally ended in disuse because:
1. The end product was uQSuitable due to inadeguats
research and developaent.
2. The end product i^as efficient bat not. affective as
viewed by the users.
3. The * shock' of cha.nge and ths manner in which the
conversion was accoup lished resulted in rebellion by




This papar will dociiinBat the davalDpmsnt of a Managemant
Information System (MIS) for use by the purchasing activity
at the Naval Postgraduate SchoDl by addressing the policies,
practices, procedures and processing techniques ::urrrntly in
use, and by offering recDmmended rlianges to the existing
system which will enhan::e both the efficiency and effective-
ness of the organization.
C. APPROACH
The quantum improvements in office automation and infor-
mation systems in general during ths last decade have been
unprecedented. These inprovements have prompted ongoing
reviews of intra-office efficiency and effectiveness and
stimulated the collective imagination of every office
manager. In the private sector, th= quest for improvements
in management information has been spurred on by the ever
present profit motive ani desire to accomplish more with
less input. Within the Department of Defense, the dual
forces of increasing budgetary constraint and decreasing
personnel availability have precipitated similar reviews.
Automation of the purchasing activity at the Naval
Postgraduate School is being pursusd as a means of enhancing
management's control and understanding of the woric
environment— xhus improving the effectiveness and efficiency
of individual workers.
The author has appcDached this project having been
advised that automation of rhe purchasing activity is a
primary goal and that sons form Df "computerization" will
ultimately be applied. \t this tiaa, however, there is no
indication as to the type of system desired or the type
which is best suited to the needs Df the activity. Many
options are a vailabl=--r anging fcDm a time sharing
11

arrangement on an existant Navy-ownBi mainfrans facility to
a more dedicated system CDmposed of a small mini or micro
computer and associated pa riphecals. It is fait that the
nature of the existing activity, and that of similar small
purchasing activities Navy-wide, is oQost condacive to the
application of computerizad technology.
D. RESEARCH QUESTION
The research questioa foe this study is: "How can
quantum improvements in conputar tschQology best be applied
to the Naval Pcstgradaata School purchasing activity to
enhance management control and decision malcing?" The
following ancillary issaas will bs aiirassed:
1. What management Lnforaation is currently being
utilized?
2. What new forms of lnforaation could be economically
developed to assist in managing the purchasing
activity?
3. Could naw information foras ba ieveloped for dissemina-
tion at the lowest levels of the organization to
improve buyer awaranass of indi/idual performance?
'4. Given a requirement to constrict a coaip iterizad data
base, what data elamants are appropriate to capture and
how could they be usai?
5. What hardware types and what capacities ara required to
support an MIS for a small purchasing activity?
E. SCOPE AND LIMIIATIONS
This analysis is baing conducted wirh soaa degree of
pradisposition in that tie decision to apply some form of
automation to the activities of taa parchasing branch is a
fait accompli, and thac senior management personnel within
the Supply Department hava elected to begin this process by
12

initially implsmenting an !1IS. Nd attampt is bsing madp to
develop a completely iitomated transaction processing
system. However, collection of data on every transaction is
absolutely necessary to tie developnent of accarate manage-
meat information, and it is raasonable to assume that
follow-on development shoild be able to use the existing
data base configuration to further isvslop a fully automated
transaction processing system. The approach throughout this
stidy is one of complete autonomy of system design. Impact
upon the operations of other branches and/or divisions
within the Supply DepartraBni: is not iesired.
F. ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions hav= been made rsgarding the
design of this system:
1. Cost and reliability of ths system are primary
constraints to be considerei in the development
process. Ideally, this systen should be highly reli-
able yet cost less than $10,000.00 to facilitate its
procurement
.
2. The system should be a ssparate information system and
should not directly affect production witain the woric
unit— except in the sense tha:: it improvements effi-
ciency through better management control.
G. ORGANIZATION OF STODY
This study has been logically organized to present the
reader with an initial aialysis of the system as it exists
in its purely manual form. It then transitions to a proposed
system which will improve management control of the worlc
unit by supporting data element capture and report genera-
tion through automated means. rha final chapter makes
specific recommendations rsgarding hardware acguisition for
13

support of the proposed ME3 at the Nival Postgraduate School
and offers insight into possible 3/ = tain configurations at
other small purchasing activities.
14

II. ANALYSIS OF CJRRENT PROCEDURE
A. ORGANIZATION
The Purchasing Branci is raspDasible for effecting the
prDcurement of non-staadacd aatsrial or services for the
Naval Postgraduate School and a pproxL nately 9 other commands
within the geographical area. Typically, this entails
processing 1,000 procurement tcai sactions each month,
ranging from no cost to hundreds of thousands of dollars.
This workload is handled by 5 buyers, each of which has
varying degrees of knowledge regarding the procurement
process, and some of whici specialize in specific types of
transactions. This organization is functionally effective
buc lacks the management ::ontrols necessary to truely opti-
mize performance.
Before proposing changes to the existing system, and
the development of a new information system that will better
support the needs of management. It seems appropriate to
describe the present organizatipnal structure. Figure 2.1
depicts the overall organization Ol tlie Supply Department.
Note that the purchasL.ig functioi, which is the focus of
this study, is assigned to the branch level of hierarchy
under the cognizance of the Control Division. The purpose
of the Control Division is to provide for the CDntracting of
supplies and services, the requisitiDning of materials, and
the processing of invoioes for payneit. To accomplish these
responsibilities the Control Division has beea subdivided
into the Issue/Receipt Control and Purchasing Branches.
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Figure 2,2 Functional Responsibilities by Branch.
B. REVIEW OF FUHCTIONAL aS SPONSIBILIIIES
Of the functions listad in Figure 2.2 only the acquisi-
tion of non-standard materials is coisidered to be under the
cognizance of the Purchasing Branch. However, the technical
edit and review function iirectly inpacts upon the workload
of the Purchasing Branoh and for this reason will be
included in the discussion. For purposes of this study t.h5
treatment of these two fjnctional rs sponsibilities will be
liiited to the discussion of primary functions, decisions,
and information flows associated with the recurring
processes.
^' Technioal Edit ani Review
The primary purpose of this function is to insure
that requisitions submittei to the Supply Department are in
the proper format and that requirei information is valid.
In addition, each requisition is reviewed to determine if
17

ths material falls into a mats rial category that r'squirss
spscial processing.
There are two geasral typas of requisitions—those
which are for standard stDck material and those which are
not. Each type follows a particular processing panii through
the control division, ani must therefore be discussed sepa-
rately. Prior tc being received by the control division all
requisixions are reviewed by the Conptroller Department for
fiiancial obligation purposes (Job order numbers are matched
against serial numbers to insure oil/ authorized obligations
are permitted further processing).
All requisitions are submitted on a DD Form 1348, or
in a small minority of oases on a DD Form 1149. Figure 2.3
is an example of a completed DD Form 1348, When received by
the Control Division, thsse documents are time stamped and
sorted by standard and non- standard stock. It is the latter
group which is of interest to the Purchasing Branch since
they will ultimately become new inputs to tae workload.
Non-standard requisitions are reviewed to determine whether
they fall into one of the following categories wnich require
special processing and/or approval authority:
a. Photographic Equipment of Supplies
b. Reproduction Equipnent or Supplies
c. Filing Equipment
i. Typewriters
e. Defense Industrial Plant Equipment
f. Plant Account Material
g. Labor Saving Devices
h. Mandatory Turn-in Repairables (MIR)
Requisitions are also reviewed to detecaine if the
material requested is carried by the Ready Sapply Store
(RSS). This is accomplished by searching the RS3 inventory
catalog. If the material is carried, the DD Form 1348 is
returned to the customer department for subsequent submis-
sion to the RSS,
13

For items with pirt numbers provided, a review of
the Master Cross ReferencB List (MRCL) is perfDrmed. If a
match is made, the stock ni mber is verified agaiast the Navy
Management Data List (NMDL) to determine its validity. If
it is a good stock naibec the rsgiest is returned to the
customer department for preparatioa of a standard stock
requisition. If a cross reference is not made Dr if a stock
nunber proves erroneous based upon tie NMDL review, a final
attempt to cross refereace the requested item tD a national
stock number may be made utilizing the following
publications:
a. Afloat Shopping Guide
b. Federal Supply Schedjles
c. General Services Administration (3SA) Catalogs
It is important to note tiiat the degree of effort expended
upon cross referencing a given procurement request is
directly dependent upon ti9 workload and the level of expe-
rience of the personnel assigned to tis task. NDt all items
are reviewed; only those which the reviewer feels are prime
candidates for cross refBcencing based upon intuition and
experience will be rigorously reviewsi. Upon completion of
all checks and reviews, iDn-standari stock requisitions are
forwarded to the Purchasing Branch.
2- Purchasing Branch Revisw
The Purchasing Branch of tae Supply Department is
responsible for the acquisition of all 'non-standard*
material required to support the operation of the Naval
Postgraduate School. The term ' aon-standard ' refers to
material which is not routinely scockpiled in government
warehouses and has therefore not b^sn assignel a national
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Tha tasking of this organizition is like that of any
prDcurement organization within ths Defense Department
however, it is unique in the sense that the ratio of 'non-
standard* to 'standard' sto::k acquisitions is heavily
inflated in favor of 'non-standard' naterial. In most oper-
ations the typical mix might be 23^ 'non-standard' and 80%
•standard'. This is complstely atypical of the operation at
the Naval Postgraduate School whare the above mix is
inverted to 80% 'non-stani ard' ani 20% 'staniard'. This
disparity is attributed to the unigie nature of activities
associated with a university environment wherein the
majority of material acqaisitions ics for itsiis which are
not of a military nature and are therefore not maintained
within the supply system.
Material acquisition is initiated by the submission
of a properly prepared DD 1348 or DD 1149. Ttisse documents
must have been properly screened bf the Comptroller for
purposes of obligating funis for paysaat, and they must have
been reviewed by personnel in Issue/Receipt Control for
possible 'filling' by wiy of 'stanlari' stock. If either of
these actions is incomplete, they ire returned for appro-
priate action and further procurement action is suspended.
Visible evidence of appropriate action is certified by the
appearance of the Comptroller's stamp in the upper right
corner of the document ani a date staap on the back, accom-
plished by Issue Control rfhen the document enters the Supply
Department. These documents must contain several pieces of
information without which procurenent action cannot be
initiated:
a. DOCUMENT NUMBER Tiis number consists of a unique
unit identifier code, tie Julian date upon which the
requisitio ner prepared the document, and the requisi-
tioner' s next sequential serial number. This number
21

must be unique in the since thit the reqaisitioner can
identify a given acquisition from all other acquisi-
tions given only this number. EXAMPLE:
N123a5-2180-1001
b. NOMENCLATURE This is a description of the material
or service which th= regiiisitioner desires. It may bs
formated in whatavsc manner ths raquisitionar wishes
but it must be unier s tandabls to personnel within th9
Purchasing Branch and must contain sufficiently
explicit inforraatioa to facilitate the procurement.
Such things as siza, color, toL=rance must be included
to avoid any unnecessary delays. Of particular note is
the need for SOLE 5DURCE docaaantation. SOLE SOURCE
refers to the requisi tioners balief that the material
or service can only be provided by a particular
vendor. If this is in fact the case, the cequisi-
ticner must prepire a statement sufficiently
documenting why no other venior can fulfill the need.
c. QUANTITY The amouit of the service or physical gool
desired by the requis itio ner.
a. ESTIMATED AMOUNT The dollar a lount/cost of the goods
or services.
a, REQUISITIONER The identification of the ordering
unit/department which is to receive the goods or
services.
f. PRIORITY The degree of urgency associated with a
given acquisition.
All incoming requests are screened by tlie supervisor
for degree of difficulty and dollar amount. After deter-
mining these factors, the supervisor assigns each request
based upon the level of knowledge of each buyer and to soma
degree the type of request involvei, e.g. inprest fund
requests and maintenaace/rental agreements are typically
assigned to particular buyers on a permanent basis. This
22

allocation process is largely subj93tive and is based upon
ths supervisor's experian^s and knorfLsdge of existing back-
logs on the desks of individual buyars.
Each buyer receives their assigned acquisition
requests once a day, or possibly twira a day, depending upon
th= supervisor's ability to screen his/her incDning basket.
These newly assigned requests are logged intD the buyer's
work-in-progress log, Ttiis iDg, and the individual entries
contained within the log, will subsequently b= utilized to
produce a weekly backlog and agiag report for use by the
supervisor in the future assignment of new requisitions.
The order in which each buyer processes assigned
requisitions is primarily dependent upon the priority asso-
ciated with each requisition and secondarily upon the age.
It is important to note that the workload and the priority
system do at times combins to inhibit the timely processing
of lower priority requisitions, i.s. it is possible for
older, low priority requisitions to remain unworked simply
because newly received rejiisitions are of higher priority.
At these times the supervisor is responsible foe identifying
critical cases in which low priority requisitions must be
given preference over high priority requisitions. When this
occurs, the supervisor i= in reality tasked with accom-
plishing the completioi of botri aged low priority
requisitions and the timely processing of all high priority
requisitions as well. In short, aa increase in productivity
is mandated. A delay in processing rasults in a degradation
of the 'procurement action leai tiie' (PALT) attributed to a
given requisition. The P\LT aeasur 5 ii = nt is a key indicator
of system performance utilized by every purchasing activity.
This indicator measures the 'wait tine' experienced on every
procurement request between the time it enters the
Purchasing Branch until a buyer has contacted a vendor and
completed the necessary action required to initiate the
23

actual supply of the material or service. Such a rasasure-
meat is closely related to buyer backlog aod the workloads
upon each individual buyer. However, the PALI measurement
is also effective as an indicator of overall system perform-
ance and not just the performance of a single buyer. This
measurement is now being proviisd manually on every
procurement completed to determine tlis average PALI for the
system. It is a meaniagfiil indicator of branch performance
which management relies upon for prcduotion/planning
purposes. The proposed system will oonpute this infcrmaT:ion
internally and provide a detailed analysis on each buyer and
on the system as a whole.
C- AN ALGORITHM FOR NON-STANDARD PRDCOREHENTS
The following discussion is logically organized to
provide a framework by whloh a givea procureroeat transaction
is processed. An attempt has beei made to structure th^
discussion along algorittinic lines to facilitate an under-
standing of the processes each biyer taust atilize when
processing a single transaotioa.
1 • £l2curem ent cf AD? 2g ui gmeat
The first decision that earh buyer oust make,
regarding the processing of a requisition is whether or not
a given acquisition is for AD? equipctiant/servioe . If so,
the buyer must determine from the estimated prioe whether or
not the sum total of ttiis acqiiisiciDn will exceed $10,000.
If it does, the procureooe nt must first be approved by the
Chief of Naval Education and Traiiiag (CNET) . The buyer
begins this process by completing a 2276 and logging the
transaction in the Purchase Support Log. This log consists
of the following columns:
a. Julian date on the re guisi tioner ' s request
b. Serial number on the requisitioner ' s request
2*

c. Next sequential nainb = r in ths Log
i. Date transaction is being loggad
2. Department code
f. Nomenclature
g. Activity to which this action is being referred for
procurement
h. Number of different Line items being procured
i. Dollar amount
j. Contract number assigned by procuring activity
Upon completion of the 2276, it is forwarded to the
Chief of Naval Education and Trainin; (CNET) foe procurement
authorization, and no farther action is taken pending its
return. Ultimately all approved rejuests will be forwarded
to NSC Oakland for action.
2- £l2curements from Dther Government Agencies
If the procurement is for hd? equipment /service , but
will not exceed $10,000, or if the procurement is not for
ADP equipment/ services, the buyer will begin procurement
action by determining whether the iterns requested can be
provided by some source within the federal government, e.g.
the Government Printing Dffice, Feieral Prisons Industry,
et3 . Where possible, these sources are utilized to minimize
costs to the Government. Acquisitions from these Government
Agencies are accomplished on an 1155 Delivery Drier citing a
locally prepared contract number. This contract number is
sequentially assigned fcoii the VF' log and is unique to each
procurement. The 'F* Log is composed of ttie following
coL umns:
a. Julian date of reqaisi tioner' s request
b. Serial number of requisitioner ' s request
c. Next sequential number in the Log





J, Vendor is local or ojtside the local area
h. Tenant activity
i. Dollar amount
3- Federal Supply Schedule PrDciirsments
If the material/sac vica is iDt available from agen-
cies of the federal govecnment, the buyer mast determine
whether it can be procured on an existing contract
prsviously established by the General Services
Administration (GSA) . These contracts are referred to as
Federal Supply Schedules (FSS) and must be atilized when
available. As in the previous example, a Delivery Order is
prepared citing the vendor with which the Government has
contracted to provide the given goods/services. However,
the FSS number will be cited on this Delivery Dcder as well
as the local purchase order number. As in the above example
this transaction will be loggei to tie 'F' log.
^' £££21i£i5LSQ;LS Exceeiing. 325,3 22 kSSal L=S±^2.ii2I-
If a given aguisition ^ainot be filled by a
Government source or caniot be provided on an existing FSS
contract., the buyer must next determine whether the goods/
services can be procurefl for less than $25,000. This is the
current limitation of local procurement authority and is the
determining factor as to whether a given aquisition can be
contracted locally or must be referred to another
contracting authority having a higher limitation. For those
items in which the estiaatei dollar value exceeds this
limitation, the buyer will prepare a 2276 and log the trans-
action in the Purchase Support Log. Further procurement
action at the local level is suspended and the activity to
which the action is referred will ultimately provide the
Purchasing Branch with a oopy of the completed contract.
26

5. £l021i£i!IL^^ts Lass Than $503
At this point in tie pcocsssiag algorithm, the buyer
should have eliminated prDcursments in excess of $25,000.
In order to continue the buyer must next deteraine whethsr
tha sum total of the a3aisition will exceei $500, for
conpetitive bidding processes are rejuired for acquisitions
exceeding this amount.
First, let's consider the case in which no competi-
tion is required, i.e. the cost of tiis transaction will not
exceed $500. The buyer has t^o potential means of
fulfilling this acquisition request, ap.d if this transaction
does not exceed $150 a third option is also available.
a. 1155 Purchase Drder
The buyer may prepare an 1155 Order for Supplies
or Services by selecting a vendor from the Saall Business
Index file. This file has been established in Federal
Supply Class (FSC) orier to facilitate such assignments,
i.e. it is arranged by type of material supplied by the
vendors. Each vendor may have more than one index card in
the file if he/she supplies a wide range of material.
b. Blanket Purchase Agreement
The buyer may select a vendor with whom a
Blanket Purchase Agreement (BP\> has been negotiated. This
type of acquisition is by far the Least costly to process in
that the vendor has agree! to post all orders to an open
acoount and provide a single itemized bill on a monthly
basis. There are two possible options:
(1) The vendor agrees to provide laterial based solely
upon a phone request froi tiie Purchasing Branch. In
this case, the buyer will pass the order to the vendor
over the phone and will provide the vendor with the
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BPA number and a segiiential call number extracted from
the »A' section of the 'F* iDg. To dDcuiient this
transaction the biysr will praoare a DD IS^iS.
(2) The vendor requires a hard copy docuirnt prior to
processing the ord=r. In this case th= buyer will
prepare a 4270 citiag ths BPA namber and a sequential
call number extracted from the 'A* sectioa of the 'F*
log. The origiaal is provided to the vendor to
initiate the procure nent.
c. Imprest Fund
In those cases in which th= cost doss not exceed
$150 and the vendor is iDt a BPA vendor, the buyer may
process the acquisition as an Imprast Fund ordsr. This type
of procurement is like t!ia.t of a patty cash transaction in
tha civilian sector, i.a. the requisit ioner is provided with
cash to pay for the material or service and is obligated to
return a paid sales vouchac to the Iiprest Fund Zashier, or
tha vender may agree to proviie tha material COD. If the
vendor will accept a talaphone order a DD 1343 is prepare!
to document the transaction. If ia requires a hard copy
document a 4270 is prepared ani mailad or hand carried. In
either case the transaction is loggad in the •?» leg which










Julian date on rsguis it io ner ' s requisition
Serial number on raga isitionar' s requisition
Current date
Next sequential niimbar in 'Y* log series
UIC or department of requisitionar
Description of itam
Vendor's name




6- Frocurement s Excaaiin^ 1503
Now, let's retiira to the 3=S3 in whiad the cost of
the acquisition will exceed $530. At this point the buyer
knows that the cost will be between $500 and $25,000. This
is the range in which the buyer is csqaired to solicit three
or more competitive bids dc accept the submission of a "sole
source* statement from the requisL tioner justifying the
existence of a single acceptable vendor. Sole source is th=
exception rather than the rule and nusr be closely scruti-
nized with a view toward promoting CDapetition as opposed to
diiinishing it. The burden of providing the buyer with
adequate sole source justification Is on the riguisirioner.
All subsequent processing is handled in tihe saae manner for
both sole source and competitive bidding, i.e. onca the
ultimate vendor has beea determin? d, completion of the
acquisition process is idaatical.
The buyer may proceed by datermining whether a
particular acquisition aaf be fulfillad by a BPA vendor (Sea
previous explanation of B?\ process). This is accomplished
by determining two things:
a. Whether the total cost of tha ioguisitioa is less than
$10,000.
b. Whether the vendor in question has negotiated a BP\
agreement.
If the answer to both tdase questions is yes, then EPA




8- IHiChase Orders aai £li£2.iiil§ Su£22Il 2£.2S§4li£ss
If it is detemiisd that tis cost of acquisition
will exceed the $10,303 limitatioi associated with BPA
procurements, a check nast agaia be made to determine
whether the cost will also excead the $25,000 local
contracting authority. If so, ths buyer is precluded from
issuing an 1155 Purchase Order aa3 must prepare a 2276
Request for Contractual Procucen snt . As previously
discussed, this transaction is in effect a referral of the
acquisition process to an activity with a higher contracting
authority. The Purchase Support Log is used to document
this transaction. In tie event tiat the acquisition in
question does not exceed B25,030 ths buyer is authorized to
prepare a standard 1155 Purchase Drder and document the
transaction by logging it to the '1' log. This log consists
of the following columns:
a. Julian date on requisi tionsr* s requisition
b. Serial number on reqjisitioner • 5 requisition
c. Current date
d. Next sequential nunbec in the M' log series
e. Die or department identification number of requisi-
tioner




h. Number of items on this order
i. Vendor's locality
j. Dollar amount
Returning again to the question of whether a given
acquisition may be filled by a BPA vendor, the final issue
is whether the vendor beiig cousideced has negotiated a BPA
agreement. If not, the oayer has no option but to complete




The preceeding sections regarding the current
processing procedure were quits loag and rather complicated.
Th= following is a capsulized summary of the aajor catego-
ries of transactions discissed:
1. Purchase Orders rhase are coitractual agreements up
to $25,000, which are preparad on an DD 1155. Those
under $500 do not rejjire coupstitive biiiing prior to
award. Those abovs $503 do require a minimum of 3
competitive bids 9X32 pt as aotai in tha chapter on
material acquisition.
2. Blanket Purchase Agreemants (BPA) Thasa types of
transactions are in affect a form of charge account
established by writtan agreement with specific vendors
who have agreed to furnish natarial cr service on
account and provide an aggragatai bill on a periodic
basis. A contractual agreement already exists at tha
time a buyer receives the procurament for action.
3. Imprest: Fund These types of transactions are similar
to a petty cash transaction in the civilian sector.
Material may be ordered by talephone or aail foe
delivery COD, or the r eguisitioier may be provided with
cash to pick-up material at tha vendors place of busi-
ness.
ti
. Orders Under Contract Transactions of this type ara
affected utilizing contracts pcaviously negotiated by
another activity. A typical exanple might ba the use of
a Federal Supply Sciadula (F3S| or standing contract
negotiated by a highar authority. These may be referred
to as a Delivery Drdar.
5. Maintenance/Rental Agraement These transactions
involve the establishment of an open contract (typi-
cally long term) in * hich tha /andor agraas to provida
a piece (s) of rental aquipiant, ani/or service
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specifically denoted piec8(s) of equipment for a nego-
tiated sum of money.
5. Agreement with Civilian Jnivarsity These agreements
are negotiated with various civilian universities to
provide for the 9dicational services they offer to
government employees pursuing courses of stady b.z those
institutions, e.g. tjition, thesis expenses, etc.
7. Purchase Support rransactiois These transactions
involve procurements which ex32=d the saall purchase
limitation of $25,303. Such t c ansactions are referred
to other activities hiving authority to procure
material and service in excess Df this amount.
D. MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSING CDNSIDES AIIONS
The processing procedure cited throughout the preceeding
scenario is sufficient to process 95^ of all transactions
entering the Purchasing Branch. The remaining 5% of all
transactions fall into a *ide range of categories. Two of
the more significant warrant recognition:
1, Minority Businesses This category includes vendors
who belong to memaers of minority races or even
minority groups such as a omea-D«f ned businesses. Such
businesses enjoy significant advantages ever others
because they are guaranteed first consideration.
Simply stated, they are assure! of governnent business
if it can be reasDnably assuaei that they can fulfill
the needs of the rejii isitioner and if the cost of the
material or service is reasonable. Such vendors need
not provide the material or service at the absolute
lowest cost.
2. Small Business Set-asides Procurements of this nature
exist to promote small businesses by diminishing the
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competitive forces rfithia ths narket placs with which
these businesses must cope. This has beea accomplished
by 'setting aside' soscific types of procurements with
specific dollar limitatiDns which may only be awarded
to small businesses under the auspices of the Small
Business Ad ministratLo n. To ^aalify for consideration
in this program, i oisiness must have a limited number
of employees and aniual sales of less than a certain
dollar amount. In essence, this has resulted in
limited competition between a fsw qualifying vendors by
precluding larger vendors who night otherwise enjoy an
•unfair' economic advantage.
These special categories are not within the scope of
routine processing because of a socio-political 'awareness'
atnosphere within the CFaited Statss which has prompted
Coagress to authorize these exceptions to the competitive
process. Such exceptions have been recognized as being 'ii
the national interest', aid have as a goal the enhancement
of the social and political welfare of the disadvantaged.
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
A. BACKGBOUND
Typically, a propos53 system is founded on. a global
process view which reqairas end-to-rnd analysis of all the
activities composing tha process as well as those which are
directly affected by the process. This analysis has two
objectives:
1. The possible redesign of the pcooess as a whole and/or
of its constituent activities, ind
2. The analysis, integritioQ, evaluation aad functional
design of the support facilities required for the
various activities which will constitute the process.
This macro analysis view of the process may dictate
modifications in individial activities or re-assignment of
activities and responsibili ties--since it makes no sense to
automate and perpetuate ai unsatisfactory process. Even
good processes may need redesign to fully realize the poten-
tial of new tecbJiology, and this is entirely the case at
hand. As previously stated in the section on Scope and
Liiitations in Chapter I, the author's proposed MIS design
was to address the functional responsibilities of the
purchasing activity as they are currsntly assigned. Indeed,
re-structuring of functional respDnsibilities among the
various branches of the Sipply Department was to be avoided.
This aspect of the author's charter has curtailed complete
optimization of system perforiance in that the purchasing
function, as it is organizationally defined, does not
include status follow-up responsibilities or invoice certif-
ication and payment. The incorporation of these functional
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responsibilities would facilitate taa developirat of other
forms of management inf Drni tioQ and greatly enhance the cost
effectiveness of the system. For example, the vendor
selection process could baaefit greatly from feedback infor-
mation available subsequent to naterial csceipt and
inspection. Feedback iDDps might be established whereby
puQctuality and merchandiss quality, could be lonitored on
all vendors. Feedforward informatioi to receiving personnel
would facilitate the pro-ess of material identification in
tha receiving area and impcove maaagaient control of ' f rus-
trated* , undeliverable material. A similar feedforward
mechanism could be emplo/ed to alert invoice certification
personnel of the receipt of material and thus provide a
•tickler file' of woric ia process. Such a system would
preclude delays in invoice certification by highlighting the
lose of receipt paperwork.
Obviously the scope o£ any s/stem can continas to be
broadened almost indef ii i tely, bit at some point such
systems cease to be purely informatiDnal in nai:iice and begin
to take on the role of transaction processing systems. As
stated previously, this was not the intent at the outset of
this study. The author has therefore tried to design a
system which provides oily managenent information. The
criteria utilized to decompose th2 existing system and
develop output reports for maaagemeit purposes are depicted
in Table I The data elements which must be captured to
provide this information will be discussed in a subsequent
section.
B. SYSTEM ORGANIZATION
The proposed system is compose! of a logical compilation
of transactions which document the various steps in the





1. Types of P rocuremsnt
3
5. Work.-iQ-Process
2. Method of Procureieit 5. Aged Backlogs
3. Contractor Size 7. Referrals
4. Procurement Action Lsad rims 8. Custoner Mix
J
evolves from the initial sitry phase to the assignment of a
solicitation number and the eventual award of a contract,
its progress will be docunsntei utilizing specially designed
transaction coded input to capture each change in life cycle
state. System input will be editei and Suor=l for daily
batch updating of the lata base since there is no need for
real-time updating or on-line query rapability. Additional
discussion of this aspect, of the system will be provided in
separate section referring to the uoiate process. A series
of application programs a ust be designed to perform the
above functions and proviie the necessary output reports.
1 . In£ut
The proposed systea will acrept input via a single
programmable CRT terminal capable Df input edit functions
and forms generation. Tiis terminal will be located in the
Purchasing Branch and will be utilized to establish the
initial record of each procurement request and to update
each record with new infDrmation developed as a result of
the procurement process. The initial record of each requi-
sition entering the system will be input by a
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coatrol-clerk/ty pist utilizing a uaique transaction codai
entry. Appendix A contains the information associated with
this input transaction. It is ia essence a skeletonized
record containing only the barest sssentials. However,
foremost among these ssssntials is the assignment of a
specific buyer who is responsible for the 'cradle-to-grave'
processing of the requisition. This key elsnsnt will be
utilized extensively to establish responsibility for a given
procurement and to proviie i sort key for aany of the
proposed output reports.
As a given transaction progresses through the
procurement process, its life cyole will be documented at
each significant change in stite. Following initial entry
into the system, a specific buyer will begin the task of
procuring the needed material. As discussed in the previous
chapter, this is a complicated process subject co many rules
and regulations. Depending upon the type of niterial, the
dollar value of the procurenent, and the existence of
purchase agreements with numerous venders, the ultimate path
to receipt of material nay be quite yariable. However, this
entire process can be captured utilizing six transaction
codes to represent the various stages of the procurement
process. Table II contains a brief, general purpose
description of each of the these transaction codes. A
detailed discussion is provided in sibsequent sections.
As stated previously. Input is accomplished
utilizing a programmable ZST terminal, and due to the rela-
tively small volume in/olved, a single terminal will
suffice. This single tecminal will provide each buyer with
a skeletonized display of the particular transaction code
he/she wishes to enter simply by typing in the iesired code
nuiber. All required and all optional data entries relating
to a specific transaction code wouli be clearly depicted on




Suamary of TransactiDa Codes
CODE SMERAL PURPOSE
1 Establish i newly received
cequisitioQ in the system
2 Assign solicitation number
3 Assign contract number and
complste procurement rscord
4 Make select si changes
5 Cancel a requisition
6 Refer requisition to another
procurement activity
be clearly visible to the person inputting the information.
Any errors would be readily apparent to the user. Actual
input into the data base would not occur as an immediate
result of key entry on the terminal. At the -lime of key
entry, all data provided 3y the user would be edited by the
programmable microprocessD r resident inside the terminal.
Invalid entries would cajse the entire transaction tc be
rejected for immediate correction by the person who input
it. This procedure insures that all input is accurate with
regard to format and data type. It also great-ly enhances to
probability of correction and resubmission of invalid input.
According to Gessford, "The decentralization of data
input operations and the integration of data input into the
job routines of the user group has ii some cases reduced the
cost and improved quality at the sane time, contradicting
the apparent cost-quality trade-off concept and showing the
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overriding importance of employes mDtivation. . . . each data
input system should be controlled and operated by user
personnel, not by a centralized key-2Qtry departaent. This
means that data input systems shDuIi be built on telepro-
cessing systems that include termiaals at user locations.
The old centralized batch system in which users submit
typed, or handwritten, iDcuments to a centralized keypunch
department does not give the user sufficient control over
input data errors made by that department. " [ Ref . 1 :
p. 137]. Given the relatively small volume of transactions
to be entered (approximataly twenty per buyer per day), the
author is in full agreeneit with Sessford's input strategy.
By coupling this strategy with the eahanced capabilities of
the 'intelligent* programnable teriiial, it is anticipated
that significant improvements in error detection and correc-
tion turn-around times are possible.
The following suosections contain a more detailed
discussion of the function of each transaction code listed
in Table II Appendices A through F provide further guidance
regarding the data elements applicable to each code.
a. Record Establishment
In the proposed system each reguisition would
begin the procurement process by being loa3=i into the
system utilizing a »TC1' transaction code. Dnly the very
basic elements relating to each requisition would be
captured at this point, i.e. the document number, the date
received, the priority, and the coie of the buyer assigned.
In this system the TCI would be entered by a clerk-typist
utilizing a data input/output terminal. This input function
could also be performed utilizing a keypunch machine and
cards if necessary. However, sjch systems have become
outmoded, given the high cost of caci stock and the expense
of renting and maintaining uechanical keypunch and cari
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reader devices. The celativsly small rental expense of a
terminal and the on-line edit faa^tions whi::h they can
provide makes it the mDst cost-eff active method for input-
ting information.
b. Completion of the Procacsment Record
Upon completion of the initial iapat process,
utilizing the TCI transaction cods, the clerk-typist would
forward the requisition to the designated buyer. An auto-
mated record of the requisition wouli now be resident in th?
data base and the existence of the prDcuremenc action in a
buyer's backlog would be visible to the supervisor. In
addition, the Procurement Action Lead Time (PALT) 'clock'
would begin running at the time ttie TCI was entered. At
this juncture the buyer would be responsible for all further
prDcessing. Table II depicts the various options available
to the buyer. Typically, for transactions amounting to less
than $500, the buyer woiili select a vendor and enter a 'TC3'
transaction code via the terminal ttiereby completing the
procurement process. For procurements exceeding $500, the
buyer would enter a TC2 docrumenting the solicitation of bids
from various vendors and updating the transaction recori
with the solicitation namaer. FollDwing the responses from
the vendors and the seleoticn of the winning vendor, the
buyer would enter a TC3 to complete the procurement. During
all phases of the life cy::le of a given procurement, the
supervisor and buyer couli be proviiei with hard copy prog-
ress reports. More appropriately, they should be provide!
with daily exception reports listing those procurements
which exceed expected pcoressing tineframes. Such reports
would warrant close scrutiny by the supervisor to better




In addition tD routine pcDcessing atilizing TCI,
TC2 and TC3 entries, ths buyer might, depending upon the
moQey value or special nature of the prccarement, be
required to refer the caguisition to another purchasing
activity. These procurenents would be entered utilizing a
TC5 transaction code and wouli documeat: the Uni^
Identification Code ([JICl of ths new activity having
procurement responsibility. As th=se activities issue
contracts in fulfillment of their rssponsibilities, they
are required to forward iiformation copies to the initiator
of the request. These copies wouli b= received by a clsrk-
typist and entered into tha MIS utilizing a TC3 to document
completion of the procuremsnt. Agala, exception reporting
on overaged referrals should b= generated.
d. Changes and Cancellations
TCI, TC2, rc3 and TC6 transactions compose what
would be termed 'standard prooessing procedure*. However,
some facility must be built into ths proposed !1IS to allow
for changes or cancellations to procurements previously
entered into the system. The Id and rc5 have been proposed
for these purposes. The TCU transaction cods provides the
buyer with the capability to change, by overlaying, all
previously input information sxcept the original document
number provided by the castomer. To change the document
number, assuming it was antersd in srror, th= buyer would
first have to cancel the erroneous record utilizing a TC5
cancellation. The correct document number would then be
re-entered utilizing a n=w TCI entry. This double input
procedure is proposed as a safeguard to preclude the inad-
vertent alteration of correct TCI entries. Aay buyer who
wished to correct an erroneous document number would be
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rejuired to input two sepiuate transactions. ThB rc5 cancel-
lation would require the positive selection and input of a
reason code for the cancellation. In additiDti, each TC5
entry would generate a detailed cancellation listing for
supervisory information.
2 . O^d at
e
As proposed by the author, the new MIS will be
updated on a daily basis with the validated iaour discussed
in the preceeding section. The update process would utilize
an application program designed tD post input transactions
to a master file containiag information on all active and
completed procurements not yet purgei. New records would be
opened in the file for aewly recei/ed procurements. New
information, documenting a change in an already existing
record, would be added to the file. It is irapDctant to keep
in mind that this information has alrsady been validated for
errors in format during the input process and the user
should not expect many, if any, update errors.
The system has oeen designed as a batch update
system after careful analysis of the daily business routine.
The author found no evidence that rsal-time updating of the
data base is necessary. This is trae primarily because of
the processing procedure already in use whereby a single
buyer has * era dle-to-gra v e* contrDl of each individual
procurement. Given the relatively small number of
transactions being processed during the day, any inquiry
regarding a given requisitions status is easily answerable
if a change has recently occurred. Procurements for which
no change in status has taken place will be accurately
reflected on the previous days output reports. Information
regarding the status of procurements as of the preceeding
day is considered more than adequate for .workload and
backlog analysis purposes. Real-tine updating cf the data
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base and on-line inquiry capabilities are totally unneces-
sary and will only add to the cost and maintenance problams
associated with the systeu.
As in any systsn, the correct sequencing of
transactions is paramouat to ths successful posting of
input. In the proposed system, sequencing will be accom-
plished on two levels. First, Dnly one buyer will be
responsible for the 'cradla -to-grave' processing of a given
procurement after its initial entry into the system. This
should insure a degree of continui-y to the input
transactions in that a bu/er would QOt logically attempt, to
complete a procurement without first opening a record for
ths procurement. Likewise, a buyer would not logically
attempt, to refer a proouirement to another activity if the
coatract had been awarded locally. lo preclude human error
in which this logical procedure migtic. be violated, a second,
positive control feature would be iirorporated in software
to insure the proper segiencing of transaction codes when
used in conjunction with a batch update procedure. Table
III depicts the proposed priority for processing the various
transaction codes into ttie system. Input data would be
physically sorted prior to posting to insure compliance with
this table.
The update process discussed thus far pertains to
the updating of the data base with new information. However,
as in any system some means of purging inactive, completed
procurements from those still active and pending procurement
action is required. The author proposes a monthly purge of
the master record file in which all records containing a TC3
or TC5 entry are deleted from the naster record and moved to
a history file of completed procureuents. Both the TC3
completion and the TC5 cancellation would be considered
end-of-work-in- p rocess inputs, and b/ loving suon records to
a history file the inexorable growta of the master record
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file would be precluded. Given ths 1,000 new procurement
requests each month and tie need to prepare psricdic hard-
copy reports of all activa pro^ureien ts, this purge procsss
seems most appropriate. This is especially true in light of
th5 considerable number of sort passes which will be
required to produce tailored listiags by buyer code and
document number. It is ibsoliitely imperative if the system
is to remain compatible with microconputer techaology.
C. REPORT GENERATION
The proposed MIS is basically a monitoring tDol designed
to record, track and document rhe receipt, progress and
award of purchase requests. It originates when the requisi-
tion is first received in the Purchasing Branch and is
continuously updated by tiie buyer to reflect th= most recent
r&BLE III


















status of each procursrasat requast. Once recordsd, tha
requisition is monitored trirough the buying cycle. When a
solicitation number is assignei, tie system is updated, when
referral actions are takei or revisions are made the system
is updated, and when the requisition is awarded or cancelled
the system is updated. Each of these updates are reflected
in hard copy output reports designed to provide management
and individual buyers with infornation regarding their
performance. To assist in the analysis of thsse reports a
detailed description of data elements contained within then




As proposed, the system would generate most reports
on a request basis. That is, to request a report, the user
would simply enter a special report identifier code into the
batch update. Naturally, some reports would be requested
more frequently than otiiers. The following subsections
describe the daily reports produced 3y the system.
a. Daily Listing of Update Transactions
The Daily Listing of Ml Update Transactions
woild generate a hard copy of all transactions entered in
the update. It would be oatpat automatically without
request. This listing would becom= a permanent record of
all transactions processed in a given update and thereby
provide an audit trail and/or means of ideitifying and
correcting transactions waich may have been entered errone-
ously. It would appear as an 33/30 image of the input
transaction. A typical daily update would contain:
(1) U8 transactions to astablish naw records
(2) 9 transactions to establish solicitation numbers
(3) U8 transactions to astablish con tract/ordar numbers
(4) 8 transactions to dooumsnt caangas -o existing records
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(5) 1 cancellation transaction
(6) 1 referral transaction
b. Detailed Listiag of Active Procuremsnt
s
This listing :;ontains a detailed racord of all
prDcurement requests currantly heli In the systsm. It is in
document number sequencs aid provides the user with a means
of cross-referencing specific procursments to the buyer
assigned. Currently no such systan exists. Based upon
monthly receipts of 1,003 new requisitions ani an average
PALT figure of 13 days, this Listing would generate approx-
imately 162U lines of output. See Figure 3.1.
c. Daily Summary of i^ork Processed/Current Backlog
Report
The Daily Siinmary of Work Processed/Current
Backlog Report would contain a summary of the previous days
work and the current ba::klog. It would preseat aggregated
totals only and would not address individual buyer statis-
tics. See Figure 3.2,
d. Daily Completions/Cancellations Reoorr
The Daily Completions/Caicellaticns Report would
be sorted by buyer code and would contain a total count by
buyer of all TC3 and rc5 transactions postei daring the
upiate. It would also list the total number of new receipts
by buyer. See Figure 3.3,
e. Daily Customer Mix Report
The Daily Customer Mix Report would provide
information on individual customers. It wouli be sorted by
UIC for external commands and by document serial number for
internal departments and divisions. This report would list
the total number of procurement actions received from each
as

DiiiLili^ Iiii.til3 2t. LS-^Lli Prqcurems!! ts
DOC SLCT CONT DATE B DATE DATE RESP UIZ PR
NUM NDM NOM PRI RECD C C3HP REFD DUE REFD ESD TYPE
Figure 3.1 Detailed Listing of ictive Procarsmants,
2liil Summarx of Wdc k Procssssd/Current Backlog
REQN RECD REQN AWARDED REQN SOLICIT
TOTAL CANC REQN BAZKLOS
Figure 3.2 Daily Suaaary of iork Processed/Current Backlog,
customer, each customer*3 percentage of the tDtal workload
volume, the total number of procurements awaiting completion
by customer, each customer's percentage of the total volume
awaiting completion and tie average PALT by customer. See
Figure 3.4.
f. Daily Work-in Process Report
The Daily Work-in-Process Report will be a prin-
ciple working document depi:;ting each buyer's
workload/backlog status in detail. Its primary sort would be
by buyer code. Within bu/er code each transaction would be
U7









01 8 1 9 1
02 2 3 2 2
03 3 i 7 6
TOTAL 13 5 18 9
1
Figure 3.3 Daily Completions/Caacellations Report.




04629 55 96 300 9U 20
05119 2 4 23 5 li
TOTAL 57 100 320 100
Figure 3.U Daily Customec Mix Report.
listed by document nuaber together with the date it was
received, the priority, the solicitation number, the date
referred if applicable, and the anticipated referral
response date if applicable. At the bottom of each buyer's
portion of the report, an aggregated total of all
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^iil Work 13 Process Ri22rt
B DOC SOLT DATE DATE RE3P
c ma nua recd refd due pri
BUYER TOTAL EXCEEDING 30 DAYS OLD: XXX
BUYER TOTAL PEOCUREMENrS REFERRED: XXX
J
Figure 3«5 Daily Work in Process Report.
transactions exceeding 30 days old and an aggregated total
of all referrals should be displayei. This listing wouli
average 62U lines in length oasei Da a 13 day PALT. See
Figure 3.5.
g. Report of Purchase Transactions on Referral
The Report of Purchase Iransactiop.- on Referral
is a detailed 1 ist of all active referrals (T33 or TC5 not
posred) sorted ty document number. It con-ains zhe buyer
code, the date received, tie date referred, the anticipated
response date and the priDcity. See Figure 3.6,
2. lionthlx Reports
Equally important, but lass frequently required,
would be information designed to assist management in the
preparation of external as well as internal reports to
superiors. Typically, ttiese reports deal with longer term
analysis and are used for long term production and planning
purposes. The following reports rfoald be provided on a
monthly basis or more frequently, if i£sir<^d.
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S^ilZ Pli££ii^i§ ££§£l§£ti2-l§ 2Ii ^§l§£i§i
DOC B DATE DATE RESP
NUM C RECD REFD DUE PRI
TOTAL FOR THIS JI3; XX?
Figure 3,6 Daily Purrhase Transactions on Referral.
a. Monthly Custoner Mix RspDrt
The Monthly Customer Mix Report is similar to
th2 Daily Customer Mix Raport discussed in the previous
section. However, it woild contain an aggregition of one
month's transactions as its name implies.
b. Monthly Coraplefc ions/Caaca llations
The Monthly Cdi plet ion/Caacellation Repor- would
be similar to the daily report discussed in the previous
section. It would contaii a monthly aggregation by buyer
code and in addition would be secondarily sorted by purchase
type in recognition of the different production rates
attributable to each type of procurenent , i.e., some types
of purchases are easier tD effect than others. See Figure
3.7,
c. Monthly Refsrcal Analysis Report
The Monthly Referral Analysis Report would
provide management with information regarding the rare at
which each specific customer's cejuests are referred to
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USHiklX Com£leti ons/Can3sLl|.tions Rigort
B PR TC3 rC5 TC1
C TYPE (COMP) (CANC) TDIAL (REQD)
TOTAL FOR THIS BUYER: XXX
Figure 3.7 Monthly Caipletions/Caacellations Report.
ottier purchasing activities for action. It woald be sorted
in customer order and would contain the total number of
requisitions awaiting action by a referral activity, the
total number of requisitions held la the system (referrals
plus non-referrals) , and a percentage referral rate deter-
mined by dividing the former by the latter. Ses Figure 3.8,
G. Monthly PALI Report
The tonthly PALT Report rfill be key indicator of
purchasing performance. This report will be stratified by
purchase order, delivery order, iaprest fund, BPA and
contracts. It will list the montily total Df completed
procurements under these headings. In addition, the PALP
for each of these headings would bs listed by -Dmputing the
difference between the iate of receipt and the daie of
completion on each transaction. See Figure 3.9,
e. Monthly DD 1057 Report
The Monthly DD 1057 Report is a simmary of all
transactions of $10,000 or less. It is stratified into
various sections which address contractor size, purchase
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0U629 1000 50 5
05119 100 10 10
TOTAL: 1100 60 6







PUR ORDER 75 20
DEL ORDER 2 30
CONTRACT 1 30
J
Figure 3.9 Honthly PALT Report.
method and purchase type. For purposes of the proposed
output report, the outpat lata shouli ba listed by line item
corresponding to the apprDpriate line on the actual DD 1057.
Each line would contain i total for zh^ actual nu:nber of
rejuisitions processed to completion (rc3) during the month,
and a total dollar value for the month. See Figure 3.10.
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A 1 119 96,086
A 1A 3
A IB 119 96,086
A 2 703 178,568
A 2A 13 803
A 2B 692 177765
5 1A
B IB 35 1085
Figure 3.10 Sonthly DD 1057 Report.
f- Monthly NAVSUP Form 80 Riport
The Monthly NA7SUP Form 80 Report i*Duld contain
purchase statistics for ass by ths Naval Supply Systems
Command. Like the DD 1057 report prsviously discussed, it
would stratify purchases according to various headings and
subheadings. Each line Df the actjal report has a unique
number associated with ir for autDinatei reportiag purposes.
Some of the headings aad subheadings are small purchase by
procurement type, purchases referrBi to other activities,
noi-competiti ve purchases, PALT, bsgianing work in process,
receipts, cancellations, complatiois, and eaiing work in
process. The proposed HIS is designed to assist management
by capturing the data elaments nscsssary to automatically
generate the total count and dollar value associated with
each of these headings. Sse Figurs 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Monttily HAVSJP Form 80 Report.
g. Monthly History Report.
The Monthly aistory Report wouli contain a
detailed listing of all completed or cancelled procurements
purged from the systan during the montiily update.
Appearance on this listing would raar^c the end of the trans-
action life cycle, and is such would warrant reten-ion of
this listing for audit trail purposes. This Listing would
contain approximately 1,153 lines of output each month. Sea
Figure 3.12,
D. DATA ELEMENT SELECTIOS
The identification of specific lata elements needed in
an information system is induced b/ studying the information
needs of management. This information when transformed to a
machine-readable form, and organized according -co prescribed
conventions is called a data base. The contents of the
proposed data base is really the result of considerable
analysis of the work site and the routine processing proce-
dure. The information it contains has been screened against




DOC SOLT CONT DATE CDMP B PR PE DOL
NUM NUM NUM RECD DATE ESD PRI C TYPE MTHD VAL
Figure 3,12 Monthly HistDry Report.
purchasing process and fDund to lavs a highly positive
correlation with the typa of information which procurement
managers need. Primarily, it contains all the iita elements
necessary for external rep^rtiag pirposes, however, it also
provides additional elemsnts of particular intsrest at the
local level, e.g. buyer code, rsason for cancellation,
referral UIC, etc. Earh of the elements is absolutely
necessary to the proper functioning of the proposed system
and are reguired for the production of the proposed output
reports. To assist in ttie developmeat of the data base and
to avoid misinte rpretati 01 of data elements, a data element
dictionary (DSD) has been incorporated into Appendix G.
Analysis of the wort site and the manual processing
procedures revealed the existence of broad areas in which
maaagement control can be enhanced. The primary problem
facing management is a la::k of timely information regarding
the real-time state of the Purchasing Branch. That is, the
supervisor is only aware, in any positive se.ise, of the
inputs to the system and lacks dail^ production and backlog
information with which to analyze the efforts Df individual
buyers. This is true because of tii2 labor intensive nature
of most data collection systems aai the demani which they
place upon scarce productive resources. The single control
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system currently in uss is a local fDrm completed by =:ach
buyer on every procuremeat . Known as a Supply Department
Purchase Statistics Form, it is composed of a series of
boxes which the buyer anaDtates to reflect the categories
pertaining to a given procuremeat. The data elements
contained on the form are those lecessary for exzernal
reporting purposes and thus have direct application to the
type of management information developed within the proposed
automated MIS. With only slight modification, this form
will be ideal for use in conjunction with the proposed MIS.
The data elements listed on the form could bs easily
augmented with the balmce of the additional elements
contained in Appendix 3. All of the elements required by
the proposed MIS would then be present on the form. This
would provide each buyer with a written record of each of
the days transactions, which could taen be utilized, at the
convenience of the buyer, for key entry at the input
terminal. Continued use of the form would also provide a
secondary or parallel data collectioi mechanism for use when
and if the automated system became inoperable.
The quality of infocmition derive! from any iata base is
directly related to the qiality of tie data base itself. For
this reason considerable time ind effort have been expendei
in the selection of the elemen-s whirh it contains. With
good administration, the elements found in Appendices A






Data ir.put is critical to tha dssign of any system.
According to Sessford, the saccess of the system depends
upon the quality of inpat data as defined by accuracy,
completeness and timeliness. rhe35 three attributes must be
properly integrated to insire the ?ote:itial acceptability of
the output module. The author partially addressed the issue
of data completeness in a prior section on data element
selection, wherein the key elemets inpacting upon management
decision making were proposed for lata capture (See Appendix
G) . However, any discussion of completeness must also
address the issue of iiput requirements imposed by the
system design. In short, a measure of input volume, as
dictated by the scope of the proposed data elements, is
necessary to properly 'size* the system. The primary
factors impacting upon this analysis are:
1. The number of transactions to bi processed
2. The number of characters per transaction
Th2 number and types of transactions to be processed have
been determined by survey of the work site. The number of
characters input for each type of transaction is computed in
Table IV. A summary is provided in Table V. Admittedly, such
an analysis is only an estimate, but it. is sufficiently
accurate to formulate a gsneral impression of the relative


































































































with regard to hardwars, it should be apparsat that many
possible combinations of input compDisnts exist. Indeed, no
single input hardware 'package' may 5= ideal, and two quite





















































Reqn Reed 1,000 23 23,000
Assign Solict 175 31 5,425
Contract Award 1,000 51 51,000
Changes 150 50 7,500
Cancellations 10 22 2 20
Referrals 11 30 330
TOTAL 2346 87,475
J
Hare again the concept of system d=3ign is relegated to a
series of -^rade-offs whicti must b= quantified in terms of
overall system performaacr. The r=5iltant integration inva-
riably retains an element of subjectivity.
B. GOTPOT
The output function is ths most visible portion of any
MIS, and without it, all else is irrelevant. Several
options are available to the desigasr. The two most ccmmoa
are terminal and printer output. Each has advantages and
disadvantages. For purposes of ths proposed system, a slow
line printer or even slower serial printer would provide
hard copy output quickly and at r^litively low-cost. The
principle disadvantage of lard copy output is the volume of
bulky paper reports whioh must bs filed. To partially
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alleviate this problem, the author proposes that hardcop/
reports be generated only on request. CRT terminal output
is more convenient but has limited iisplay capacity and no
hard copy capability to provide f^r long term access or
audit trail maintenance.
The output, as proposed, consists of seven daily and
seven monthly report listings. This volume is not large in
terms of overall system capacity, i.r. data access/retrieval
tiie, buffer capacity, print time, ere. For this reason
many hardware options remain open to the user. In order to
permit evaluation of thssa altsrnati/ as, output requirements
are estimated in lines and charaotsrs and ars exhibited in
Table VI and Table VII As evidenosi by these requirements
and those in Tables IV and V, the size of the system is
still within the scope of a lacge miorocoraputer system.
C. STORAGE
In assessing the stDcage requirements of the system,
consideration must be giv=a to storage volume, access time
and the record format beiig utilized. The latter factor is
heavily dependent upon the programing language and the
skills of the individual programmer. As proposed by the
author, this system would be implsmented in COBOL or a
siailar language wherein a continuous fixed length record is
established for each requisition wiich enters the system.
Tha file of records would be logioaLly arranged in document
nuaber sequence and sarh transaction affecting a given
record would merely post to the appropriate field of the
record or, in the case of changes, Dvsrlay already existing
information. More elaborate file structures are common
today utilizing data oase managsmant. systams (DBMS);
however, the relatively small size of this system and the
few number of users does i ot warrant the large expense of
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multiple file types or a DBMS. According to Hussair. [Ref. 2
: p. 204], as much as 500,000 characters of main memory may
be necessary to support a DBHS, ani three tim=s more extra
disk memory is required fou a DBMS than for an yilS without a
DBas. As stated in the opening rsmarks, low cost is a
factor in the system desiga. To ireBain within the scope of
microcomputer technology consiieratiDn of a DBMS is inappro-
priate. Such a system would requirs all of the main memory
ju3t to support the DBMS, and depending upon fil= structure,
the memory requirements of the data base itself could
coaceivably be increased. According to Kussaia, a DBMS is
generally indicated when a firm needs at least three of thr
following:
1. An integrated data environment
2. Rapid retrieval of data from large files
3. A query/update language for us5 at terminals
!*. Sophisticated backup and recover/ procedures
5. Elaborate privacy/security protection
5. Handling of complex lata structjres.
Since the proposed system doss not maet any dz the above
criteria, the author iias elscted to use the traditional
application programming package (APPi approach. That is
,
"...A system of computer p rograms. . . that formulate routine
data requests, supply the requests, input and edit new data,
update existing data, calculate aai summarize data, and
produce various output doci mentatiDn all in its own peculiar
fashion. The data items in storage are organized in a
manner that makes sense for the particular application"
[Rsf. 1 : p. 96]- Given the range oE the proposed reporting
system, considerable sorting of the naster data file will be
necessary which will ma<e the system quite sensitive to




iknalysis of Daily Outpat Reports
LINES CHARACTEHS
OUTPUT DATA 0/ERHD* TOTAL PER LINE TOTAL
Update Trans
Feqn Reed U8 D '4 8 23 1104
Solicit. 9 3 9 31 279
Contracts 48 3 •4 8 51 2448
Changes 8 3 8 50 400
Cancel. 1 3 1 22 22
Referrals 1 3 1 30 30
Act i V e










Mix 60 59 21 1449
Work in

























DATA OVERHD* TOTAL PER LINE TOTAL
60 9 S9 21 14U9
30 4 34 19 6U6
60 9 59 15 1035
5 1 5 10 60
47 7 54 15 810
36 5 4 1 14 574
1000 150 1150 67 77050
1238 135 1423 81624
Any storage device installed in the system must provide
sufficient capacity to store all lata which need to bs
stored, and it must be able to access the data in a time
frame consistent with ths application under consideration.
The storage requirements for the proposed system are exhib-
ited in Table VIII.
As proposed by the author, there is only one file in the
system. It is known as the master file and is composed of
approximately 2000 fixei length recoris, each of which is 91
bytes in length. Each record in the file is known as a
master record and is logi::ally arranged in document number
sequence within the file. Appendix 3 details the elements
contained in each master record ani provides a character




Monthly Disk Capacity Ragairements
STORAGE
RETENTION RECDRD NUMBER VOLUME
IILZ CYCLE LENSTH RECORDS BYTES
Master Rec 1 month 9 1 bytes 2000 182,000
ACCESS TIME
Assume 1 access on average for ev=ry transaction
input.




2346 Lines Input/Month) X 1 Access = 2,346
"able V)
X 21 Days X 1 Ace. = 58,590




within Appendix G is 90, however, the author has elected to
add an additional byte of data in. Table viii to allow for
flag bits needed in application programming. Each master
record contained on the master fils is therefore 9 1 bytes
loag.
D. SOMMASY
The possibilities for configuriQg a system are endless.
It is useful, therefore, to think: in terms of standard
classes of equipment into which most specific items fall
quite readily. For example, storage devices may be
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categorized by speed of i^cess ani storage voLums paraois-
ters. Two classes of disks come tD mind: 1) the floppy
disk, and 2) the hard disk. The fomsr has distinct advan-
tages with respect to portability bit can not approach the
access speeds and total storage vDliime capacities of th5
hard disk drive. These broad classes of devices are th=
kinds of decision criteria whici must be thoroughly
researched before deciding upon specific vendor nodsls.
Before proceeding to draw conclasions from the sizing
analysis conducted in tha previous sactions, a summary of
ths information containei in those sections saems appro-
priate. Table IX provides the reader with a capsulized view
TABLE IX




(21 Days) 58,590 LPM
or
3,620,820 CPM








21,359 CPM 109,344 CPM
14,547 LPM 73,237 LPM
















of requirements associatsi with ths proposed system. As
stated at the outset, tha figures istermined by this anal-
ysis are estimates, ar:.l allowances should be made for
unforeseen errors, potential design changes aid growths in
volume. Table IX, therefore, contains an added 25% safety
margin in each of the estiuated r95uir sments.
Given the data depictrd in Tabla IX, it is now possible
to determine the kind of system which is suitable for ths
Purchasing Branch application. As in all of the previous
discussion, the best approach is tD attempt to answer th=
questions of component siza and prrforraance characteristics





From Table IX, wa know that some 109,344 characters
will be input each month. Sinc= we aave previoasly proposed
to capture input utilizing a single programmable zerminal it
seems apparent that some analysis Df the capacity of the
terminal to handle this wDckload is necessary. Given that
the average rate of input in this mDde is about 200 charac-
ters per minute, some 547 minutes, or abou- 9.1 hours per
month will be required for data entry. An additional small
fraction of this time {5%\ could also be expected for vali-
dation error detection cDrrection aad resubmission. From
these figures the reader can now be reasonably assured that
a single programmable iaput teriinal will successfully
handle the expected volume of transactions.
2 Ut£U
t
From Table IX, it is known tiat 75,016 lines will be
output each month. Since the proposed system will rely upon
hard copy printed reports it must ob determined whether a
single printer or multiple printers will be required. A
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typical line printer has a working speed of 100 lines per
minute. Such a printer would dispose of the expected
moathly workload in a 750 minatss, i.e., aboat 12.5 hours
per month. A less formidable priiter, such as a 'daisy
wheel*, can print at approximately 55 characters per second.
It would dispose of the proposed irforkload in approximately
84, 1U6 seconds, i.e., about 23. U hours per month. Given the
approximate times required by aach printer, it is apparent
that either will suffice, and that tae options available for
the proposed system are not constraiasd by print times.
3 . Stor a as
The storage requirements dspicted in Table IX are
227,500 bytes. Such a system is wall within the bounds of
current microcomputer tschnology. Indeed, a small microcom-
puter equipped with a single floppi^ iisk drive wculd provide
adequate secondary storage capacity for this system. As for
main memory capacity, a system ha/ing only 54,000 bytes
would more rhan accommodate the oparating system and any
foreseen application programming. Storage capacity alone
however, does not adequately address the issue, for access
tine plays a significant role in tar selection of storage
devices.
Table IX indicatss that 77,949 accssses will be
required each month to sip port the input and outpuT work-
load. Given typical average access times of 300
milliseconds for floppy disks and 37 milliseconds for hard
disks, access time per m^nth would oome to about 6.5 hours
for the floppy and 1.9 i ours for the hard disk system.




V. INCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. SUHHAB?
The purpose of this stady has bean -o develop a proposal
foe the implementatioi of ai automated Hanagemsnt
Information System (MIS) at the Naval Postgraduate School
purchasing activity, lo accomplish this purposs, a survay
of operations and the volumes of lata associated with those
operations was conducted. From these data, the input,
output, storage and memory requiceients of the system were
derived. A brief list of the key arsas and issies that were
developed in this study is as follDws:
1. Hew is the manual processing 's^rstem organized and what
functions does it perform?
2. What are the key indicators ot system perfDrmance upon
which management relies? Can additional performance
indicators be developed?
3. What data elements a ust be captured to provide the
necessary management informatioi?
'4. How can an automate! system be developei to provide
management information?
5. How 'large' would an autoaatei system be?
B. CONCiaSIONS
Conclusion #2
Ih^ Sli2^£§ili SL§.£]JlL iilll2.£ll.ii.2^ collection EL2£§^!i£2
within the Purchasing Branch firoviies onlv the issential
^iil^Iits of majHaement in fori at ion ^.i^essar^ to fulfill
external reporting reauirea ents.
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The rate of collectioa and analysis of current informa-
tion does not provide managsment with a trasly current
picture of work unit p^rfDrmance. Significant management
enhancements are possible givsn only tha information
currently being collected by the maiual information system;
however, this would require adiitional personnel to
organize, collate and calculate data into finer levels of
granularity than is now possible. The development of an
automated information system, utilizing much the same input
data as is now collected, would iaprove management control
by providing daily as DppDsed to mDithly information. An
automated system, with no increase in manpower (also no
decrease), could provide additional information on indi-
vidual buyer production ail backlog, improve visibility of
cancellations, improve ie terminatioa of PALT by purchase
type, analyze customer nix and greatly enhance the visi-
bility and follow-up on procurement referrals. By providing
this information on a daily basis as opposed to monthly,
management would be afforded an opportunity to plan and act
in a real-time mode as opposed to reacting to nonthly output
statistics.
Conclusion #2
An automated MIS for ttie Purchasiag Branch oan be im£le-
mented utilizing Slic roc omg iter technoloa^ if desired.
As proposed, the MIS for the Purchasing Branch is
completely autonomous, i. e. there is no interfacing with
extra-organizational elements. This aspect of the design
has made possible a remar<ably small system with none of the
complications which are generally associated with larger
integrated data bases and their resiltant proliferation of
newer and ever ohangiag output requirements. All data
elements in the proposed system are solely 'owned' by the
7D

Purchasing Branch. This fact, togsthsr with the small 3iz9
ani few number of output applicatioas obviates the need for
a lata base management system (DBMS) and its attendanr soft-
ware and hardware expenses. The result is a system which
may be implemented on a large microcDiputer utilizing tradi-
tional application prograiiing tectiniguss.
C- RECOHMENDATIONS
Throughout this study, emphasis has beea placed upon
developing a system to iset ths inforiation needs of manage-
ment. The prime constraint associated with the project has
been cost. Fortunately, the systsa requirements to meet the
needs of management have Deen determined to be relatively
small, and the result lias been little or no trade-off
required between output giality and system cost. In effect,
both goals can be achieved utilizing existing aiicrocomputer
technology.
Before making specific recommeidations regarding the
structure of the proposed system, it should be noted that
the existing facilities at the .^aval Postgraduate School
afford a unique opportunity to systeii developers. Thar is,
the existence of a large and powerful mainframe computer
facility and multiple minicomputer systems on the campus.
The feasibility of developing the proposed MIS around one of
these systems on a time sharing basis should be examined
before attempting to procure any microcomputer components.
Such systems offer distinct advantages:
1. Reliability of the larger systen is better than that of
a microcomputer, and maintenance down-tine is drasti-
cally improved by on-site technicians. Hardware
maintenance costs coild be reduced through negotiated




2. The larger bus structures ani word sizes of the mini
and maxi computers rfDuld impcD/B application run-time
sigr.if icant ly.
3. Application programs for updating and report generation
could be run during the evening/night by full time
system operators ani thus mate more time available
during the day for buyer psrsonnel to anter input.
Indeed, on the largsr machines multiprogramming could
accomodate data entry to storage ani production
programming simultansD usly
,
4. The high level languages available oa the larger
machines are more programmer efficient and would tend
to decrease application projramming ani maintenance
costs.
Failure to adequately explore the us2 of the larger hardware
systems would eliminate a unique Dppcrtunity--one which
could well provide firsr rate service ar less cost than a
microcomputer hardware pactage.
Recommendation #1 - Secure ^EEr^val to ilSglement the
££2.E2S£^ ^LsL lii.iii2i:L3. ttie 1 55. System 30 33 located at the
Na/al Postgraduate Schoolii H. R. Church Computer Facility.
Implementation of tlie proposei MIS utilizing this
facility would provide the advantages discussei above, and
would decrease the hardware aquisitiDn costs dramatically by
requiring only the rental or purchase of a siagle program-
mable terminal for key entry and editing of input
transactions. This terminal would be located in the offices
of the Purchasing Branch for ease of access, and would be
hard wired into terminal controllers for the System 370.
Storage would be accomplished on existing IBM disk, equip-
ment, and output would be generacei by the IS!! 1403 line
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printers. Development of applicatiDi programming utilizing
an ANSI COBOL compiler woald affori 3. high degree of upward
compatibility with futara systems waich may seek to inte-
grate all aspects of the Supply D=pirtment an3 Comptroller
Department into a singls, large MIS and transaction proces-
sing system.
E^2Qil§Il^§ll2S 12 - If re^o mmendatioi #1 is not possible to
il2ii2!®Ii^# tb.§.£ ££2£^Li ^ Sli.£L2£o ij.£.utsr 3y_3tem with a
iiiisM of M/Qoo kii.i.i 9.L i§.i,s. iiio^ir 1 liiiil ii.§]s ^£=i§
foL secondar^^ storage, i CRT in^it terminal aad a serial
Microcomputer technology is aisguate -o support tha
proposed system and wouli rejuirs /ery littls invest.ment.
Disk storage could be accomplished utilizing sither floppy
or hard disk devices, however, tha author Eacoramends tha
hard disk technology sinca it typi::ally has batter rali-
ability and greater storage capacity for futara expansion.
In addition the author racommends that a dual (two) disk
drive system be procured even thoagh a singla disk weald
suffice. This will allow for coping of disks and file
transfer. The CRT tarninal for iata entry need not ba
programmable if the input edit function is built into the
microcomputer, however, taa focms gaiaraticn capability on a
programmable CRT terminal would graatly improva data entry
efficiency. The cost tcade-off wDiild be the determining
factor for this component. Output raquirements associated
with this system are relatively small, and it was shown that
even a small 'daisy wheal' printer could handla the volume.
A line printer is not cacommendad. Any reliable serial




It is important to aots thit tha ase of a (nicrocoraputsr
system would probably involve longsr periods of down-time ia
which no output froD the systen would be possible.
Consequently, it is strongly reconneaded that a parallel
manual system, similar to that proposed for raw data collec-
tion, be maintained. This dati would re3air9 manual
anilysis and expenditure of manpower only when the automated
system was disabled.
As with any microconpjt er systen, application program-
ming and maintenance is weak. Choice of programming
languages are limited ani typically are not as programmer
efficient as those offerei on larger computer systems. It
is imperative that system ievelopers select a language, such
as COBOL, which will offer a high degree of upward compati-
bility and ease of maintenance in the event that future
developments dictate ai integration of the proposed system
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* R' equals Pacific Fleet
' V equals Atlantic Fleet
Jses j Used as first pDsition of all
•• docuBent numbers.
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This element must be checked by edit
+ routiie upon eatry of all types of
s^ommenxs
I
This elemeQt will appear on the
-• requisition praseated by thB customer





Name of Data Element j Docament Samber
Variable Name I DOC NUM
Definition | This is a unique number assigned to all
requisitions. It is_compos5l of the
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Editing
Comments




+ + + +
I Must ba edited 02 all input transaction
+












Identification o? the type Df input






Oses j To establish input criteria by trans-
•+ actios type. 322 App. A through F




+ ». + -
I Numeric \ Justification |
+ +
-f-'
Width of Field | 1 digit
+ f + +
























lumber is assigned to every rsgui-
' ing bids by vsadors. it
IS not the same as a coitract nunbar. It is a unique
number associated with i single requisition





I Establishes -he status of a given pro-
+ cursmsnt as psniing vendor response.







j Alpha/":^ J mericj Justification 1 N/A
Width of Field j 14 (13 digits/alpha) sixth pest, alpha
^ f f +










XXXXXXXX I TBD |
-f + + -f
i Must 39 edited prior to input on all
+ TC2 iiDUt.




Name of Data Slement | Contract/Drier Nurabsr
Variable Name
Definition




i Uni^uB number associated with a specif;
* procurement ani sstabiishing the award
nt to a specific vsndor.




Establishes statas of each procurement
•• request, i.e., 3. specific vsndor has
een awarded the opportmity to provide the requested
atl. Completes the final phase ip. the system lifecycle.
Derivation Rule | Proviied by buyer.
-f
Units
Format j Alpha/N J merici Justification |
+ + +
Width of Field j 14 (13 numeric/1 alpha) sixtn position
+ must be C,3,A,F, or Y








+ + + ^
i
Appears on every transaction and must
-f be edited for accuracy.
Comments
I










I The actual data Dn which the rC3 trans-




Jses i To provide an end point for the calcu-
+ lation of ?ALT.
Derivation Rule | Proviisd automatically by system upon






Numeric j Justification i
Width cf Field | 4 digits
+ 4- f
























Name of Data Element | Estimatsl Delivery Date
f
Variable Name j ESD
+ f
I
The vsidors estiaation of when material





Uses j To prDvide query response to customers.









Jus ti f icatioa |
+ + >
Width of Field | 4 digits















I This is not a critical sort element





Classification | Large, Small, Soiprofit, Minority,
and Coding j Wctnen-Dwnei
+






j This element stratifies the vendor by
+ numbers of empioyiss, dollar sales.
iJses
I
To provide inf oriiaticn on equitable
+ award of governmsnt contraccs. For
external reporting purposes.
Derivation Rule | Proviisd by buyer:.
•»•
anits
Format Alpha j Justification j
• + f
Width of Field | 1 digit
— 4 f


























Name of Data Element | Unpricei Purchase Oriar
. f
Variable Name i UNPR
+ ¥
Definition \ Some Darchase oriars may not be fixed
-f in price.
Classification | ' U' Unpricsd
and Coding | *P' Priced
+




Derivation Rule | Proviisd by buyer.
Units
Format I Alpha I Justification |
+ + f--
Width of Field | 1 character
+ + * +
Editina
Comments
Requirs d Rang? Cont 9nt Other
xxxxxxxx TBD









j Must ba edited oi all TC3.











j The Sim total loLlar amount :rhargeable






To rep^nd to internal and external
* reporting needs.
— +
Derivation Rule j PrDviied by vendDr and inputed by
* buyer.
Units 1 Dollars
Format 1 Numeric 1 Justification 1
























i - + - +
j Reguirad editing on all TC3 input
•+ Optioaal on TC^.
+












Stratification of each procarement by
— + type of procucsaant
,
Classification | Purchase Ocder, Contract, Imprest Fund,
and Coding | BPA, Dalivsry Drier, Modification
Jses I To provide internal management informa-
•••' tion, and reporting needs.






Width of Field | 1 chacacter
+ f


















Must ae on all rc3,
+ OptioQal on all rcu
— +
I











I To stratify eacti procurement by in-
formal bid pracsdure or by formal bid-
ding/advertising.
Classification Negotiited, Formal Advertising
and Coding |
+
Uses i For internal and external reporting
• purposes.








Width of Field j 1 character
+ f













j Must De edited oa all TC3.
I





Classification I CompBt ition, Noa-compGtition,
and Coding | Under $500.00, orders on F3S.
-f
Name of Data Element | Compe titiDn/Non-compstition
1. ,
Variable Name | COMP
+ *
I
Th9 sxistence of multiple vendors each





For internal and external reporting
•• purposes.
-f
Derivation Rule | Proviied by buyer.
+
anits 1
Format I Alpha 1 Jusrif icatioQ \
Width of Field | 1 character
f i +










I lluet appear oa all TC3,
+ Optional on TCU.




Name of Data Element I Modif icat-ion of Dollar Amount
Variable Name j MOD
+ 4.
Definition | This is an indicator of a change in the
+ dollar amount prrviously entared on a
contract/order. It indicates an lacrsase or decrease, but
not the amount of the change.
+
Classification j 'I' equals increase
and Coding | 'D* equals decirease
+
Dses ) Used tD denote changes in previously
•* reported contracts/orders.





Alpha i Justification |
+ + f_
Width of Field | 1 character
+ f f +










This is an optional entry on.
transactions, however, for c
_. _. of existing contracts/orders
a TCU it is a required entry in order to chang

































This is ths data that
actioa is cancelled,
ble, is not autliorizad









j Used to denote rsguisitions which can
•* not ba compietsd or, at the discretion
Df the reguisitioner, ara no longer needed. This trans-
action will have effect of terminating the record.
+
Derivation Rule J PrDvLded by buyer assinged to the









Width of Field j U digits
+ 4-














This is a require! entry on the TC5












This provides aaiagers with an explan-
+ ation why the procurement action was
not carried out as previously requested.
Classification j This element would be delineated by
and Codinq | a single character and a table looK-ui
Uses
I
This is a prima element documenting th(
•-• reasoa for an unsuccessful fulfillment
of a procurement action. Managers are keenly aware of
such transactions.
-f





Alpha I Justification |
4. + ^.
Width of Field | 1 character
+ i- + +








j This is a required element on all TC5







Name of Data Element j UIC of Rafsrral Activity
Variable Name
Definition
-f of a specific activity having












This ilement rslis -he buyer and
•«• managanent alike, where a particular
procurement action has 32en forwariad for action. It is
used for follow-up and Bxpsditing.
-f


























This is a rsquir=d element on all TC6












This is the day that the buyer takes
+ actiDi to pass the procursment to






Uses I This element will serve as i tickler
-^ for tlaely follDrf-up action Dn the
part of buyers assigns! to a givsn procurement.
+
Derivation Rule i Provided by ths buyer when referred.
Units N/A
Format I Justification |
• + 4-
I Numeri::
Width of Field j 4 digits
+ f + +







+ + + +
I This sntry is rsquired en all TC6.
+ It must be editai.
Comments | Some linkage with the PALT ietermina-
• tion fDrmuia is indicated in order, to










j This iate is supplied by the buyer at
•• the tine a TC6 is entered to serve as









Serves as a tickler system for overdue
•• referral actions.
Derivation Rule J This iate is proviied by the buver
+ upoa Lifornation previously proviied
by the referral activity.
Units 1 N/A
^•B^X^^^aM^^^^aa m^ ^ ^ ^ mm ^ ..—
Format | Numeric 1 Justification j




Validity Rules ! Required | Range | Content J Other
-f I I 1
Editing
xxxxxxx I TBD I
•f +
Optional I I
^ + + +
j Editing of this transaction is required





1, Gessford, John Evans, Moisrn Information Systems,
Addison-We sley Publishing Colplay. IWBU
2. Hussain, D. , ani Hussain, K. M,, Information
Processing, systems for Mana^anrnt, Richard U7 Trwin





1- Defense Technical InfDrmation Zsater 2
Cameron Station
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
2. Library, Code 0142 2
Naval postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93 940
3. Department Chairman, 3Dde 54Js 1
Department of Administrative Sciences
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93 940




5. Supply Officer, Code D4 2
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
6. LCDE. V. E. Cunningham 1


















mation system for the
purchasing activity










mation system for the
purchasing activity
at the Naval Post-
graduate school.

